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Mortar, Stone and Such

Lawrence Weiner for Emily Tsingou Fine Art

Omni have worked for Lawrence Weiner many
times over the past 10 years for several galleries
and exhibitions including Blenheim Palace and
South London Gallery. A recent commission from
Emily Tsingou Fine Art was to install a work by
Lawrence for a private client based in the South of
France. Mortar Stone and Such was first exhibited
as part of Some Objects... Lawrence Weiner at
Marian Goodman Gallery New York in 1986. The
client had purchased the work at Sotheby’s auction
house and had received the digital artwork directly
from the studio.
The piece, around 9 metres wide, was hand
painted directly to a curved wall, finished with
unsealed Italian plaster, 8 metres from the ground.
The stencils were made and a few technical details
were ironed out at the Omni studio ahead of the
install taking place.

Somehow we avoided the quarantine and away
we were, in a van, heading to France to install an
iconic work by the master of text-based art!
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Secrets of the Museum
Raphael Cartoons at the V&A

The Raphael Cartoons, a set of seven full-scale
designs for tapestry in the Vatican’s Sistine Chapel
painted by Raphael (1483 – 1520), are considered
one of the greatest treasures of the Renaissance.
The Cartoons (from the Italian word cartone, heavy
paper) were brought to Britain in the 17th century
by the Prince of Wales, later Charles I, and have
been on loan to the Victoria & Albert Museum from
Her Majesty The Queen since 1865.
To mark the 500th anniversary of Raphael’s death,
The Raphael Court, home to the seven surviving
Cartoons, has been extensively refurbished,
greatly increasing the visibility of the works. The
painstaking restoration was documented by the
BBC for episode 2 of Secrets of the Museum.

As well as being of perfect quality, the signage
for such an important exhibit had to be very long
lasting, and so silk screen was the natural choice.
We produced a series of tests and placed full size
positional proofs ready for K2 Screen, our sister
company, to screen print directly to the walls. Over
the course of three days they worked through
information texts, donor panels and object labels.
The finished result looks very impressive and has
been very well received by the V&A’s curatorial
team who have lived and breathed the project over
the past year or so.
Photos: Ricardo Goncalves on behalf of Polimekanos

For more information visit:
emilytsingoufineart.com

For more information visit:
vam.ac.uk
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Sublime Design

Martens & Martens & Pentagram

In 2016 we worked with leading designers
Pentagram and design legend Karel Martens, on
his large-scale installation Mountains. The 350sqm
vinyl work in the Cancer Centre at Guy’s Hospital
went on to win the prestigious international award
in 2017 for Interior Design and Arts at the European
Healthcare Design Awards.
It was a pleasure to work with Karel and Pentagram
again, this time in collaboration with family member
Diederik, taking over the office floors of a major
City headquarters with their glass manifestations
designs. Marten’s instantly recognisable motif was
seen again here, multi-coloured patterns generated
from photographs of landscape scenery to create
an illusion of depth. On another floor we flooded the
glazing with giant abstract numbers spanning the
office partitions, all printed on optically clear vinyl.
The pattern continued across specially fabricated

acoustic panelling that was suspended from ceiling
tracks. The sublime designs certainly transform the
space and will provide a fascinating backdrop for
the occupants when normal service resumes.
Karel Martens book, Printed Matter is considered
a classic in the world of design publishing and very
influential to generations of leading designers. First
editions can set you back over £1000 but later
editions are quite affordable.
Photos: Pentagram

For more information visit:
martens-martens.com
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These Days
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Dan Mitchell at Brent Biennale 2020

Following the appointment of Brent as London
Borough of Culture for 2020 by the Mayor of London,
the first Brent Biennale 2020, was commissioned,
featuring work by 20 artists, inspired by the
cultures, places and post-Thatcherite battleground
to a cultural North West London neighbourhood.

THESE DAYS EVEN REALITY HAS TO LOOK
ARTIFICIAL. A quotation from the J.G. Ballard book
Kingdom Come, the artwork is a poetic intervention
in a public space that is at the heart of civic life and
decision making.

Omni were pleased to support the event, producing
These Days, by Dan Mitchell a vast 43 metre
long text-based work covering the glass facade
of Wembley Library, printed on a special light box
vinyl.

Photo: Thierry Bal

Dan has an insight on the borough, having worked
in Wembley Park for Brent Council in the early
1990’s as a housing fraud investigator, witnessing
the area’s transformation. His work uses the
language of advertising slogans and campaigns,
together with stock images to present the text:

Brent Biennale - until December 13th

For more information visit:
brent2020.co.uk
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Lost at Sea

Iconclast

One of Britain’s greatest artists, J.M.W. Turner lived
and worked at the peak of the industrial revolution.
Steam replaced sail; machine-power replaced
manpower; political and social reforms transformed
society. Turner’s Modern World at Tate Britain
brings together major works from Tate and other
collections, including The Fighting Temeraire 1839
and Rail, Steam and Speed 1844.

The Barbican is currently host to the first major
exhibition of dancer and choreographer Michael
Clark. The critically acclaimed exploration of
Clark’s work presents a comprehensive vision of
Clark’s career to date from his meteoric rise as a
young choreographer in the 1980s. The exhibition
showcases his unique multidisciplinary approach
that incorporates a wide range of influences. Film,
photography, and material from Clark’s practice
is shown alongside his legendary collaborations
across visual arts, music, fashion and film including
The Fall, Leigh Bowery and artists Sarah Lucas,
Cerith Wyn Evans and Peter Doig.

Turner’s Modern World at the Tate

Beginning in the 1790s, when Turner first observed
the effects of modern life, Turner’s Modern
World follows his fascination with the impact
of industrialisation. It shows how he became
involved in the big political questions of the time:
campaigning against slavery and making paintings
that expressed the horrors of the Napoleonic Wars.
At first glance Slave Ship 1840 appears to depict
a beautiful sunset over a tumultuous sea. Closer
examination reveals the horror of sick and dying

enslaved people being tossed to their death by the
captain of a ship so that he could collect insurance
money only available for those “lost at sea”.
Unfortunately, the original painting was not available
for the exhibition and so Omni were called upon to
make a facsimile, printed on Somerset Rag paper
and mounted on board with edges painted to match
the gallery walls. Tate built a wall with a recess for
the replica to be hung in, illuminating the void to
create a frame of light around the image.
Turner’s Modern World - until March 7th 2021

For more information visit:
tate.org.uk
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Michael Clark at the Barbican

Omni were delighted to be involved with this amazing
show, producing and installing supergraphics, cut
out figures, wallpapers, signage, and Covid signs.
A wallpaper was featured in the exhibition that we
had produced a little while ago, Tits in Space by
Sarah Lucas, a great favourite with Omni, this time

a rather stunning pink version. Do try and catch this
show if time and pandemic allows.
Michael Clark Cosmic Dancer - until January 3rd 2021

For more information visit:
barbican.org.uk
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and breathe...

Breath is Invisible at Westbourne Grove

Breath is Invisible, a three month public art project
founded by Eiesha Bharti Pasricha and curated by
Sigrid Kirk shone like a beacon in West London
this summer with three artists appearing on the
large shop-front of 236 Westbourne Grove. Omni
were proud to print and install the vinyl for all three
projects.
The first work of the three featured artists was in this
space we breathe by Khadija Saye, a supremely
talented artist who tragically lost her life, aged
just 24, in the Grenfell Tower fire. Nine large scale
prints of the British-Gambian artist’s self-portraits,
originally made for Diaspora Pavillion at the 2017
Venice Biennale, where she was the youngest
exhibitor.
The second instalment of the series, to be invisible,
saw the windows of the building lit up by artists
Martyn Ware and Zachary Eastwood-Bloom’s
projections, which acted as a visual and aural

Wash your hands...
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Keep your distance, Call Omni

experience responding to the Black Lives Matter
movement. The piece comprises a 3D rendering
featuring actor Haroun Yamou, accompanied by
a soundscape inspired by Curtis Mayfield’s song To
Be Invisible

It’s been a strange and difficult year but we have still
managed to produce some very interesting work for
some distinguished clients. We have also done our
fair share of distancing and other Covid signage so
we are well geared up to supply any requirement.

The third and final installation, Invisible Life Force
of Plants by photographer and artist Joy Gregory’s
featured large scale prints exploring the narrative
and origins of plants and their relationships with
humans and ecology.

Products designed to protect
Several materials have been in very high demand
since the lockdown began. Omni have ample stocks
of special Anti-slip Floor Laminate to make sure we
always have some to hand when it’s needed most.
We can cut and fabricate protective screens in clear
acrylic, as well as help safeguard shared surfaces
by applying our Anti-Bacterial Film. Certified against
most known bacteria, we have already adopted
this clear self-adhesive laminate to bespoke-made
desks.

Social Distancing the Omni way
Here are some of the graphics we created to keep
our clients and the studio safe.
Get in touch to see how we can support you with
bespoke social distancing signs and graphics, and
here’s hoping we can wash our hands of this virus
soon.

For more information visit:
breathisinvisible.com

For more information visit:
omnicolour.com
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Omni Artist Award Launched
4 artists received £1,000 production support towards upcoming projects

2020 saw the launch of the Omni Artist Award. We founded the award in response to the challenging economic climate as a way to support
emerging artists with production. The word was spread by Omni friends, curators, lecturers, artists and artist studios, even featuring in The
Art Newspaper and Print Week. Since the winners were announced there have been lots of exciting developments for them all. Leanne Ross
has been in conversation with Studio Voltaire, Rae-Yen Song is working towards a show for Glasgow International, Will Kendrick is producing
a new fine art print project and also plans to use the award sponsorship towards exhibitions in unfunded spaces, and Kedisha Coakley has
completed a project with Bloc Projects and a residency at Yorkshire Sculpture Park. We’ve been so encouraged by the response we received
and the support of the wider arts community that we now plan to run the award annually.
Kedisha Coakley
Kedisha Coakley uses sculpture, photography and
printmaking as primary mediums to draw on historical
constructs of race and culture and the conventions
of curation. Her process incorporates the analogue
printing method of the collagraph with digital post
production to manipulate forms created by synthetic
hair. Through experimentation spaces are created
without contextualisation or explanation, challenging
social-historical narratives. Her practice is a journey
of home, memory and identity raising ideas of class,
status and cultural affiliation. The outcome challenges
both the white wall of the gallery and the historical
context of wallpaper, which gained popularity as
the British Empire expanded through the 18th -20th
century.
Kedisha plans to use the sponsorship towards
the production of upcoming shows, working with
wallpaper and fine art print.

Will Kendrick
Will Kendrick utilises elements of collage, film and
found documentary in order to explore painting as a
digital endeavour.
Often employing visual and audible noise, Will aims
to explore the balance of chaos and beauty found in
our often screen dominated lives.
The Omni Artist Award sponsorship will be allocated
to the production of works to be shown at upcoming
exhibitions at unfunded spaces. The new body of work
for these shows focuses on AI and symbiosis in both
a natural ecological and digital sense. The works will
aim to investigate existing mutualistic relationships
that aim to underscore a need for collaboration,
acceptance and empathy in order to move forward.

Image credit:
That Hall is Woven of Serpent’s Spines, 2018

Rae-Yen Song
Rae-Yen Song explores self-mythologising as a
survival tactic: using fantasy and fabulation to create
a private cultural and visual language informed by
ancestral stories, diasporic journeys, relationships
and shared memories. Adopting this language as a
tool for self-definition, imaginative resistance and
storytelling, Rae-Yen reconstructs personal identity
and family past, whilst also creating personal records
and offerings for the future.
Rae-Yen is working towards a solo exhibition in
summer 2021 and will use the Omni Artist Award
sponsorship to support the production of the show.
Often working in sculpture, costume, animation,
video, drawing, family collaboration and performative
actions in public, Rae-Yen plans to manipulate printed
mediums such as wood, fabric, acrylic and acetate
to incorporate drawings as installation, creating
sculptural shapes and wearable forms which will
weave together personal experiences and stories.
The show will explore the closeness between the
non-human/the Other/the fantastical, shifting the
imagination towards more-than-human worlds in
order to pick at and challenge the tangles of our
current reality, and meditate on possible futures: a
personal activism at a time of social fragmentation.

Leanne Ross
Leanne’s sculptures and painted artworks
monumentalise personal and intimate gestures
By elevating daily events or repurposing everyday
objects, Leanne’s works act as calls to action.
In her studio, digital printers, scanners and kitchen
crockery are reappropriated as sculptures by
decommissioning their functionality under thick,
vibrant layers of paint.
Similarly, Leanne paints mantras and slogans that
describe specific moments in time remembered from
her daily routine. Proclaiming phrases such as ‘Move
to the Future’, ‘Ikea Hot Dog’ and ‘New Hoose’ these
are passionate declarations that combine a sense
of protest with the universal joy of what it is to shout
something out loud.
Leanne plans to use the award to develop a
wallpaper to be showcased in her exhibition for GI at
Koppe Astner, Glasgow. By translating her work into
specially designed printed wallpaper, Leanne’s voice
and her unique mantras will SHOUT OUT, changing
spaces and places into immersive installation.
Image credit:

Image credit:

Mixed media video installation

Image credit:

Watch It Tonight, 2020

The Right to Opacity, 2020

Signal Arts

may-may songuu, (installation view), 2020

Ink on paper

Ether series

Barrow-In-Furness

Photography: Michael Pollard

152.4 x 121.9 cm
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